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Abstract: Errors in clinical reasoning, known as cognitive biases, are implicated in a significant proportion of diagnostic errors. Despite this knowledge, little emphasis is currently placed on teaching cognitive psychology in the undergraduate medical curriculum. Understanding the origin of these biases and their impact on clinical decision making helps stimulate reflective practice. This article outlines some of the common types of cognitive biases encountered in the clinical setting as well as cognitive debiasing strategies. Medical educators should nurture healthy skepticism among medical students by raising awareness of cognitive biases and equipping them with robust tools to circumvent such biases. This will enable tomorrow’s doctors to improve the quality of care delivered, thus optimizing patient outcomes.
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Introduction
Diagnostic errors have been implicated in 15% of clinical decisions, and represent the largest thrust behind medicolegal claims.1 Importantly, misdiagnosis has the potential to incur serious harm to patients as it sets up a cascade of subsequent mistreatment that contravenes the ethical principle behind healthcare delivery.

While the causes of misdiagnosis are multifactorial, inherent errors in clinical reasoning, known as cognitive biases, have a pivotal role to play. A greater awareness and understanding of the impact of cognitive biases in clinical decision making is, therefore, likely to stimulate reflective practice and improve patient outcomes. The General Medical Council advocates that medical students “continually and systematically reflect on practice and, wherever necessary, translate that reflection into action.”2 Medical students must, thus, be equipped with skills of critical thinking, enabling them to explore their own cognitive biases as well as evaluate those of the doctors they observe during clinical placements.

Cognitive bias in clinical practice
Kahneman and Tversky proposed two tenets of clinical decision making: system 1 concerns rapid, intuitive judgments, while system 2 concerns slower, but more reasoned judgments because it rationalizes and deliberates. While the appropriate use of system 1 or system 2 thinking is situation dependent, at the fundamental level, system 1 lacks executive censorship, making it more susceptible to cognitive bias.3 This is problematic, as one study found complete or partial reliance on system 1 thinking among a cohort of early clinical learners.4
A myriad of cognitive biases have been described in the literature, some of which will be explored through evaluating common clinical scenarios. For example, a patient with a history of productive cough, fever, and pleuritic chest pain, seen after five patients with a similar history who were subsequently diagnosed with pneumonia, is also likely to be diagnosed with pneumonia because of the relative ease with which the diagnosis comes to mind. This is known as “availability bias”. By contrast, “gambler’s fallacy” describes the alternative diagnostic outcome whereby the doctor reasons that the current patient cannot also have pneumonia because of the recent spate of pneumonia diagnoses. The “gambler’s fallacy” highlights how humans are inherently poor at estimating statistical probabilities. “Confirmation bias” is evident when clinicians, having formed an opinion about a situation, favor evidence that supports this opinion and overlook or discount contradicting evidence. A common scenario concerns an obese patient with intermittent retrosternal pain who is dismissed as having dyspepsia, despite electrocardiographic evidence of an evolving myocardial infarction. This patient may subsequently re-present with more convincing symptoms of an acute coronary syndrome and a characteristic electrocardiographic trace; however, the delay in diagnosis may have already caused undue harm. Tackling this situation may be further hampered by a type of cognitive bias known as “anchoring” whereby the ability to look at a situation with fresh eyes becomes difficult once a diagnosis has already been made. Linked to this is a phenomenon known as “premature closure,” epitomized by the adage, “when the diagnosis is made, the thinking stops.”

While a plethora of further cognitive biases does exist, the discussion here has focused on the commonly recurring cognitive biases that emerge in the clinical setting and their impact on decision making. This approach is deemed to be of more value to early clinical learners in enhancing their appreciation for, and understanding of, the subject.

**Cognitive debiasing**

Medical students who will soon be encountering these very scenarios, must be adequately trained in the study of cognitive biases. There is no doubt that greater awareness marks the first step in achieving this aim, and thus, metacognition, a systematic approach to reflection, is often viewed as the lynchpin of cognitive debiasing.

How can this be achieved? From a personal perspective, during bedside teaching, prompting students to consider how inherent biases in thinking would impact their choice of investigations and management plans helped to enhance metacognitive skills. Subsequent completion of reflective portfolio entries helped to embed these skills and served as a point of reference for the future.

Encouraging medical students to discuss diagnostic workups at ballad meetings or engage in quality improvement projects designed to tackle clinical reasoning errors are other methods to reinforce the aim of raising awareness of cognitive biases. Some even advocate formalization of these methods such that they constitute mandatory assessment in clinical learning. One must be mindful, however, that the aforementioned strategies are more suitable for small-group settings, and thus methods to teach cognitive debiasing on a larger platform are required. It has been shown that medical students receiving a seminar on cognitive biases were less likely to make bias-prone decisions, supporting the idea of formal cognitive psychology teaching. In this vein, diagnostic error curriculums are currently being developed and piloted in the United States. One key aspect involves familiarizing medical students with cognitive forcing strategies and checklists that are employed in daily clinical practice to limit the overuse of system 1 thinking.

Common components of these checklists include the importance of clinicians taking their own history from the patient and pausing for a “diagnostic time-out”. Taking one’s own history from the patient is a vital first step to avoid falling prey to “framing biases” from previously formulated diagnoses. Pausing for a “diagnostic time-out” is arguably the most important aspect of the checklist. It ensures clinicians reevaluate diagnoses throughout the patient journey and allows them to answer the question - “could this be something else?”

Given that one study found that a lack of formulation of a differential diagnosis was implicated in 80% of diagnostic error cases, the use of differential diagnosis checklists as an adjunct at this stage may be valuable. In addition to consulting such checklists, a diagnostic time-out may involve challenging the diagnosis that originally came to mind (circumventing availability bias), interpreting investigation results with a fresh perspective (limiting confirmation bias), or keeping the diagnostic process open despite preliminary investigation results suggesting a particular diagnosis (tackling premature closure).

**Challenges of cognitive debiasing**

Circumventing cognitive biases through the aforementioned strategies is challenging; inherent psychological defense mechanisms shield our cognitive processes from self-analysis and critique. The “blind spot bias” facilitates assessing the
impact of cognitive biases on the reasoning of those around us, but hampers our ability to recognize their impact on our own thinking. Similarly, evaluating outcomes through the gracious lens of hindsight, the so-called “hindsight bias”, impedes our ability to accurately appraise our handling of a given scenario.5

The art of cognitive debiasing takes time to develop, and thus medical educators must sow the seeds in tomorrow’s doctors before they assume a frontline position. Medical educators must equip medical students with the tools for understanding and circumventing cognitive biases, in the hope of nurturing conscientious clinicians who can optimize patient outcomes through improved diagnostic accuracy.
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